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Will it work at my institution?

similar learning gains in different environments



Frequently Asked Questions

“How do I move information transfer out of classroom?”



Getting students to read

My approach:

• Reading quizzes (1991) 

• Reading summaries (1994)

• Just-in-Time Teaching (1999)



Just-in-time-Teaching (JiTT)

www.jitt.org
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JiTT workflow

topic 1
reading assigment

online
assignment

2 conceptual
questions

1 feedback
question

review
feedback

address difficulties
in class

repeat with
next topic
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circumference at the equator:

2pRE

new circumference:

2pRE + 1 m

radius of circle with new circumference:

2pR = 2pRE + 1 m,    and so    R = RE +        .2p 
1 m
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Clickers necessary?

It’s not the technology, but the pedagogy!

(but clickers do offer advantages)



Frequently Asked Questions

“How do I deal with students who resist

this new approach to studying?”



Student resistance

After changing, things might get worse before they get better!
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From: Eric Mazur <mazur@deas.harvard.edu>

Subject: 

Date: May 20, 2007 12:44:35 PM EDT

Written on Wednesday Feb 16, two weeks into the course:

Subject: concerns

Professor Mazur,

Here are a few concerns. I speak for many of my classmates.

1) You are giving us WAY to much work. After spending multiple hours on 

the problem set, and not being able to figure out many of the 

questions, I now see that we have an additional 6 or 7 pages or 

homework in the workbook. I ju
st spent 4 hours on the lab, and I am not 

confident on almost half of the questions. This is more work than I 

have had all  semester in all  of my other classes combined.

2) If y
ou are going to give us this much work, I w

ould suggest 

re-structuring the lectures. I fin
d the readings very difficult to 

understand. I am not a bad student (I  g
ot a solid A in physics 1a), but 

it is very difficult to internalize the readings. You should spend most 

of the lecture going over, point by point, the readings in their 

entirety. While the PRS clickers are fun, they do not help me 

understand the complex material.

I am extremely flustered by the incredibly large amount of work, and my 

inability to understand it, a
nd I am strongly considering dropping the 

course.

Written on Monday May 23, just after the final exam:

Subject: Thanks!

Professor Mazur,

First of all  I w
ant to thank you for a great semester. You are an 

excellent professor, and it is
 clear that you truly care about each and 

every student. 

The exam went well today. I'm
 not sure to what extent you will curve 

the final grades (if a
t all),  b

ut it lo
oks like I may be right around 

the cutoff point between an A and an A-. I s
tudied as hard as I could 

and I'm keeping my fingers crossed about the A, but no matter what 

happens with my grade you should know that you are one of the best 

professors that I have ever had at Harvard.

Thanks again!

(student is Matt Wallenstein from Physics 1b in 2005)

Student resistance
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Student resistance

“I wanted to hand you this card as a token of my 

deep appreciation of how you have helped me 

throughout the semester. You are truly awe inspir-

ing and have changed how I look at “learning”. [....] 

You really made a difference in my life.”
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Student resistance

and don’t forget…

PI leads to better learning and retention!
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Summary

PI easy to implement (and improves learning gains)

technology facilitates active engagement (but not required)
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